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Figure 1. Jiang Cun in traditional Chinese calligraphy

“Jiang Cun” is a seven-character eight-line regulated verse
created by the Tang Dynasty poet Du Fu. This poem was
written in the first year of Tang Suzong 760 summer.1
At that time, the author’s Chengdu cottage had just been
built. Author and his family are enjoying a summer time
together, they are playing games in outdoor and everyone is
enjoying this moment. The author wrote this poem to express
his feelings and express a kind of leisurely, satisficed and
delightful mood with family.

清江一曲抱村流，长夏江村事事幽。
自去自来梁上燕，相亲相近水中鸥。
老妻画纸为棋局，稚子敲针作钓钩。
但有故人供禄米，微躯此外更何求？

1. Xiurun Zhang, Wei Ao, Hong Xu. 2001. 古诗词50首 The Classical Chinese
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Poetry 50. Hangzhou: Zhejiang Children Press.
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THESIS ABSTRACT
Implementation of China’s family planning policy fundamentally
changed the traditional core family structure. The family size has
become ever smaller, breaking the traditional family model in
which three-generation or even four-generation cohabitate. The
4-2-1 family structure (4 grandparents, 2 parents, and 1 child) has
become mainstream. This has caused an explosion of senior family
and elderly living alone, which now represents a significant social
issue in China.
The Chinese government has recognized and responded to the
lonely elder problem by creating the so-called Senior Citizen
University. The SCU serves as a welcome place in the community,
for elder entertainment, study and gathering during the day.
Nevertheless, the seniors are still living and dining alone most of
the time; the pleasures of SCU are temporary. Though a positive
step, the Senior University is not enough as a response to the
lonely elder issue.
It is time to recognize the challenges that our elders face, through
a multi-experience participatory exhibition that brings generations
together. Senior Citizen University of Fengxian District, Shanghai,
is both part of the solution, and not enough. The proposed
exhibition is situated on the ground level of the SCU and targets
a youth audience. Certain types of exhibitions, especially ones
that include different forms of participation, are powerful tools to
communicate larger issues to visitors. Exhibitions make visitors
aware, they raise questions and ultimately, they can contribute to
change our society.

This new experience will bring together young and old by using
didactic, experiential, and participatory methods. To travel from
different sections of the exhibition, visitors are guided by a senior
volunteer. In the first outdoor didactic section, young visitors
are accompanied by their senior volunteers. They will have the
opportunity to read information and communicate with their elder
guide about contemporary issues facing by senior citizens. Then,
entering the second part of the exhibition, they will go through
a psychological and physical experience which addresses some
of the main challenges of being a senior. In the section, which
requires direct participation. Visitors will learn traditional Chinese
crafts from the seniors, take part in activities and communicate with
the old. The pieces made during the intergenerational workshops
will be displayed in the same gallery. Both the experiential and
participatory parts of the exhibition will encourage interaction and
communication between the young visitor and senior guide. In this
way, the young generation may develop an in-depth emotional
connection and reflect on the return of the lost tradition of families
living together.

DEFINITION
A one-person household: defined as an arrangement
in which one person makes provision for his or her own
food or other essentials for living without combining
with any other person to form part of a
multi-person household.1

Empty nest syndrome (空巢感) Empty nest syndrome
is a feeling of grief and loneliness parents may feel
when their children leave home for the first time, such
as to live on their own or to attend a college
or university.2

Kodokushi (孤独死) or lonely death refers to a
Japanese phenomenon of people dying alone and
remaining undiscovered for a long period of time.3

Figure 2. Lonely elder
1. 2019. United Nations Statistics Division,:Demographic and Social Statistics. https://unstats.
un.org/unsd/demographic-social/sconcerns/family/#docs.
2. Mayo Clinic Staff. 2018. Empty nest syndrome. April 13. https://www.mayoclinic.org/healthylifestyle/adult-health/in-depth/empty-nest-syndrome/art-20047165.
3. Nobel, Justin. 2010. TIME. April 06. https://time.com/time/world/article/0,8599,1976952,00.
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Chapter I
Background Research

Introduction
Family Planning Policy
World Population Ageing
Ageing Popluation in China
Lonely Elder Issue

THE IMPORTANCE
OF FAMILY CULTURE IN CHINA

Traditionally, family has been an important element
supporting people throughout life: often it provides
us spiritual and financial support unconditionally. It is a
large aspect of human culture as well as the basic pillar
of our society. In China this is particularly prominent, via
the impact of Confucianism.
Chinese traditional culture is rooted in kinship. In the
book “The Clan of Ancient Chinese History” Fulin
Chao said: “When ancient Chinese society entered the
age of civilization, the importance of clan and family
are not only going to exist for a long period but also

it will develop from it.”1 Family is the development of
kinship under traditional Chinese culture. The loyalty
and filial piety advocated by the Confucianism and
eventually evolved into the Chinese cultural instinct.2
The history of civilization over thousands of years has
enabled the family to gain more and more cultural
accumulation. Also, under the family culture, each
family member and generation are influenced by their
family motto. However, the traditional family culture
that has been followed for thousands of years in China
is changing little by little……
Figure 3. Drawing by Zikai Feng

四世同堂
四世同堂指祖孙四代共同生活，无一人离世。
Four generations living together means that the ancestors and grandsons lived together.1
1. Chao, Fulin. 2001. “论中国古史的氏族时代 The Clan of Ancient Chinese
History.” Historical Research.
1. Yinglin Wang. 2000. 国学网 Studies of Chinese ancient civilization. http://

Baidu Xueshu.

www.guoxue.com/gxrm/gx_szj.htm.

.

Generations living together and Family Culture.”
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2. Guo, Yan. 2009. “论四世同堂对家族文化的深刻反思 Reflection of the Four
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INTRO

夜
朱宣咸作于1959年
木刻版画，31.5x23.9cm
夜如此静谧，凉风穿过窗户，还记得到童年的你吗？
恬睡在母亲身边，那一双温柔的手，轻轻抚摸着你

NIGHT
Zhu Xuanxian 1959
Woodcut printmaking, 31.5x23.9cm
Zhu Xuanxian’s works are featured with vivid
orientations to the times and the society,
we can read clearly the emotional journey
of Zhu Xuanxian’s artistic career and his
persistent pursuit for turth and brightness
as well as the artistic and nautral beauty.1
Figure 4. Printmaking by Xuanxian Zhu

1-2. Hu, Yang, and Jacqueline Scott. “Family and gender values in China: Generational,
geographic, and gender differences.”

Family is a building block among the Chinese
families. China is known for its robust family system.
Traditionally, the family has been a fundamental social
institution and places a high value on blood ties. The
Chinese families have well developed and defined
roles for different family members. It was more of a
patriarchal society whereby sons and their wives lived
with their parents until their death. Afterward, they
would divide their property amongst themselves.1
Marriage, family, and children were prominent in
Chinese culture. For an individual to marry and
maintain a household, they were expected to work and
have an income. Just like any other Asian culture, the
elders in the family were respected for their wisdom. In
most traditional families, especially those living in rural
areas, many generations live under one household.
The grandparents who live with their children played
a significant role in raising their grandchildren. In the
process, the elderly was taken care of and looked
up to by the rest of the family. Confucianism gives
unchallengeable powers to the oldest male in society.
Sons are expected to give wherever they have to
their parents and take care of them. However, in the
modern society, family sizes in China have decreased.2
There is also the decline of women moving in with the
husband’s family after marriage, increase in the
divorce rates, and single motherhood. These changes
have been as a result of change in the gender
and family values.

22

www.zhuxuanxian.com/portal/article/index/id/7/cid/35.html.
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1. Zhu, Xuanxian. 2010. 朱宣咸艺术网 Zhu Xuanxian Art. https://
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THE IMPACT OF
FAMILY PLANNING POLICY

Demographic changes have resulted in a shift in family
structures. The government put forward efforts to
reduce the population by encouraging marriage at
an older age and having few children. In 1979, China
introduced the one-child family planning policy.1 Under
this policy, approximately, 6.1 million couples were
given certificates for giving birth to one child.2 These
families also pledged that they would not bear more
than one child.

Today, there are more nuclear families compared to
extended families. Additionally, there are rates of
divorce and single motherhood in China.
Further, change of gender roles in China has triggered
the change in family size. For example, today women
are prioritizing education, career, and stable home over
giving birth and raising children.

Since the beginning of the One-Child Policy, there
has been a rise in single-child families. As a result,
the extended family network is diminishing since
most children have no siblings or even cousins. The
excellent family bond among the Chinese is, therefore,
being broken by the kinless families. Additionally, the
younger generation is now moving away from their
parents and developing different values. In the 1980s,
the number of one child families continued to increase.
However, in the mid-1980s, the government changed
this policy slightly whereby couples in rule areas who
had one child were allowed to have another child.3
Figure 5. Family planning slogan on the street

Figure 6. Family planning slogan on the wall

1-2. Gu, Baochang. 2002. “论中国计划生育的改革 On the Reform of Chinese
Family Planning.” Chinese Journal of Family Planning
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3. In Poston, D. L., & In Yaukey, D. (1992). The Population of Modern China
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Least developed countries, excluding LDCs
More developed regions

Population (billions)

Population aged 60 years or over (millions)

Least developed countries (LDCs)

0-9
10-24
25-59
60+
80+

Global population by broad age group, in 1980, 2017, 2030 and 2050

Data source: United Nations (2017). World Population
Prospects: the 2017 Revision.

Number of persons aged 60 years or over by development group,
from 1980 to 2050
Africa
Asia
Oceania
Latin Ameria and the Caribbean
Europe
Northern America
Marker size is proportional to the
population aged 60 or over in 2050
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Number and distribution of persons aged 60 years or over
by region, in 2017 and 2050

Data source for both chart: United Nations (2017). World
Population Prospects: the 2017 Revision.

Prospects: the 2017 Revision and World Bank (2017). World

Projected change from 2017 to 2050 in the number of persons aged 60
years or over versus gross national income per capita in 2016

Development Indicators, GNI per capita, Atlas method
(current US$).

.

.

Data source: United Nations (2017). World Population
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In 2018, China’s population aged
60 and above is approximately 250
million, accounting for 17.9% of the
total population. For the first time, the
population aged 60 and above surpassed
the population aged 0 -15.
By estimated, in 2050 the elderly
population in China will reach a peak of 487
million, accounting for 34.9% of the total
population.

The number of the elderly living alone in China 2016-2020
Unit: 100 million

Senior population

Senior population

(aged 60 and above)

(accounting to the total population)

China‘s population of people aged 60 and above /
in proportion of total population in 2018

Due to the family revolution in china, there has been
a change in the family structure. As a result, older
people no longer live with their adult children. The life
they previously experienced having large families and
living together is no longer available hence leading
to increased loneliness among the older adults. The
population of China has rapidly aged over the past
few years. Today, China has an elderly population and
this had out the future of the country at a high risk.
Economists project that in 2050, there will be over 487
Chinese who will be above 65 years old.1
The social isolation and loneliness pose a high risk of
physical and mental conditions of the elderly. It’s likely
to result in anxiety, depression, cognitive decline,
heart disease, among other risks. The ageing
population of China can assist in predicting the future
population structure of the country, aging trends,
and the effects of aging on political, economic,
social, and technological development.2

Chart 1, 2: 2020. Iimedia. February 13. https://www.iimedia.cn/

1. United Nations. 2020. World population ageing, 2019 highlights.

c1061/68943.html.

2. Wang, Min, and Xiumei Yu. “Will China’s population aging be a threat to its

Figure 7. Photo of lonely elder
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future consumption?.”
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Bed
Agencies

Statistics on the number of senior care service agencies
and beds in China 2013-2017
Unit: Ten thousand

According to the statistics of the “Analysis Report on
the Development Prospects and Strategic Planning of
China’s Senior Living Industry” the statistics predicted
that by 2020, the disabled elders in China will reach 42
million, and the elderly over 80 will reach 29 million.
Also, the empty nester and elderly living alone will
reach 118 million.
In China the old-age care service market currently is
in the initial stage. This situation is mainly reflected
on how the various old-age service institutions and
facilities are having uneven supply and demand.
According to the statistics, as of the end of 2017, the
total number of old-age care service institution in
China was 154,000, an increase of 10%.

Disabled elders: 17%
Others: 22%

Advanced age: 12%

Empty nester and
elderly living alone: 49%

30

Chart 1, 2: 2019. 前瞻产业研究院 Prospect Industry
Research Institute. April 12. https://bg.qianzhan.com/report/

Figure 8. Senior activity

detail/300/190412-3eef0316.html.

.

.

Forecast of the proportion of
China’s elderly population in 2020
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LONELY ELDER ISSUE

Presumably, this is a situation that people should be
aware of since it is causing an increase in sadness in
older people. The elders are usually experiencing
other health risks, and thus adding to them the health
conditions leading to loneliness may result in even
early death. The misery and suffering from chronic
loneliness, therefore, needs attention. As young
people, it’s their accountability responsibility to help
their lonely parents and grandparents who are elderly.1
When older people are not taken care of, they develop
a loss of connection towards those who were close to
them in the past. Therefore, their perception of the
world is changed.

It’s the responsibility of the young generation
to maintain a relationship with the old by either
communicating to them often, living with them
or even visiting them now and then. Additionally,
the aged population can also learn to help
themselves by engaging in meaningful and
productive activities. Notably, this is most
advisable when there is no available person to
keep them company due to the issue of career
or education. Being productive helps boost the
mood of a person and also develop a sense
of purpose and can live longer.2

1. Hu, Yang, and Jacqueline Scott. “Family and gender values in China:
Generational, geographic, and gender differences.”
2. Wang, Min, and Xiumei Yu. “Will China’s population aging be a threat to its

.

.

future consumption?.”
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Figure 9. Lonely elder
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Chapter II
Site and Anaylsis

Site Introduction
Senior Citizen University
Site Anaylsis
Floor Plan
Exhibition Layout
Learning and Teaching

SENIOR-CITIZEN UNIVERSITY OF FENGXIAN DISTRICT
Location: Shanghai, China
Year: 2017
Architects: Atelier GOM
Area: 39458.0 m²
As a response to this character of the site, the main building is
divided into east building and west building connected by an
atrium. There are two corridors across the atrium ensure the
circulation system to be continuous. Which created a large atrium
outdoor activities space from the indoor space.
The building has 8 floors, and a underground parking lot. In
addition to ordinary classroom, they are numbers of large
column-free spaces severs as ballroom, theatres, bookstore, lecture
hall, large conference rooms, gymnasiums and etc.1

The Chinese government has recognized and
responded to the lonely elder problem by creating
the so-called Senior Citizen University. The SCU
serves as a welcome place in the community, for elder
entertainment, study and gathering during the day
time. Nevertheless, the seniors are still living and
dining alone most of the time; the pleasures of SCU
are temporary. Though a positive step, the Senior
University is not enough as a response to the lonely
elder issue.
It is time to recognize the challenges that our elders
face, through a multi-experience participatory
exhibition that brings generations together. Senior
Citizen University of Fengxian District, Shanghai, is a
case study that I have chosen to address within this
larger issue. The proposed exhibition is situated on
the ground level of the SCU and targets the youth
audience.
Certain types of exhibitions, especially ones that
include different forms of participation, they are
powerful tools to communicate larger issues to
visitors. Exhibitions make visitors aware, they raise
questions and ultimately, they can contribute to
change our society.

Figure 10. Aerial view

1. Han, Shuang. 2018. Senior-Citizen University of Fengxian. https://www.
archdaily.com/902020/senior-citizen-university-of-fengxian-atelier-gom?ad_
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source=search&ad_medium=search_result_all.
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Locationn Map

Unblalanced gender ratio in China

Shanghai

Nanjing

Guangzhou

Wuhan

Shanghai
Senior-Citizen University of
Fengxian District

Female

Map of Shanghai

Male
Beijing

Lonely elder male to female ratio in 2010
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Site
Fenxian district
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Permanent residents age group

These two charts are dedicated to the
Fengxian district. The first chart is the 1%
population sampling survey showing the
different age group of senior who live in
Fengxian district.
The second chart is the demand for
different services and product of senior
consumer group.

Exterior view of SCU

Theatre

40

1% population sampling survey of permanent residents
age group in Fengxian district

Chart 1, 2: Fengxian. 2015. 上海统计 Statistics
Figure 11 - 14. Image of Senior-Citizen University of Fengxian District

of Shanghai. July 16.

Percentage of demand for services and products by seniors

.

Library

.

The atrium as an active public space
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FLOOR PLAN

Figure 15. Chinese calligraphy class

This thesis proposes a new experience to deepen the
connection and mutual understanding between the
young and old generations within an exhibition using
didactic, experiential and participatory methods.

42
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Figure 16. Senior-Citizen University of Fengxian District
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EXHIBITION LAYOUT
Sign up
• Book a tickets online
• Meet your guide (in the didactic exhibition)

Experiential exhibition
• Psychological (memory wall / writing a letter)
• Physically (the vision / sound / physical engagement)

Didactic exhibition
(information about the elder’s lives in China)
Experiential exhibition
(psychological and physical experience)

Participatory exhibition
• Learning and teaching
• Display area
• The workshop (traditional Chinese craft)
• The community

44

.

.

Participatory exhibition
(activities / workshop / gallery sapce)
45

LEARNING & TEACHING
To travel from different sections, visitors are guided by
a senior volunteer. In the first outdoor didactic section,
young visitors will meet and accompanied by their
senior volunteers. They will have opportunity to read
information and communicate with their senior guide
about the contemporary issues facing by the senior
citizens.
Figure 19. Chinese painting

After that, entering the second part of the exhibition,
they will go through a psychological and physical
experience which addresses some of the main
challenges of being a senior.
In the last section, which requires direct participation,
visitors will learn traditional Chinese craft from the
seniors, and taking part in activities and communicating
with the old.
The pieces made during the intergenerational
workshops will be displayed in the same gallery. Finally,
both the experiential and participatory exhibition will
encourage interaction and communication between
the young visitor and senior guide.

Chinese painting
Chinese painting is a traditional form of painting
originated in the Han Dynasty. It is painted and framed
on silk or rice paper with a brush dipped in water, ink,
or color.2
Figure 17. Chinese paper-cutting

Chinese paper-cutting
Chinese paper-cutting is a folk art that uses scissors
or a knife to cut patterns on red paper and is used to
decorating home or cooperate with other
folk activities.1

Figure 18. Traditional Chinese calligraphy

Traditional Chinese calligraphy
Chinese calligraphy is a traditional art unique to
Chinese characters.1

1. Chang, Jingyu. 2013. “谈中国书法艺术的和谐之美 The Harmonious and
Beauty of Chinese Calligraphy.” 汉字文化 The Culture of Chinese Character 4.
Landscape Painting.” 美术观察 Art Observed. https://xueshu.baidu.com/
usercenter/paper/show?paperid=181b5142500f294e599ec4bf2a2c3623&tn=SE_
baiduxueshu_c1gjeupa&ie=utf-8&site=baike.
1. 2018. 中国非物质文化遗产网 China Intangible Cultural Heritage Network.

.

http://www.ihchina.cn/directory_details/11784.
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3. Huang, Fei. 2016. 刺绣的历史与发展 The history and development of
embroidery. June 26. http://www.cssn.cn/zt/zt_zh/zgdfzzt/zjgz/gfwh/201606/
t20160626_3087016.shtml.

Figure 20. Suzhou embroidery

Suzhou Embroidery
Suxiu is the general term for embroidery products in
Suzhou, and it is most famous for Suzhou,
Zhenhu embroidery.3
.

2. Tang, Dianquan. 2013. “浅论中国山水画的学习 On the Study of Chinese
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Chapter III
Design Phase

Didactic Exhibition
Experiential Exhibition
Participatory Exhibition

DIDACTIC EXHIBITION

1. Information desk

2. Information boards

The first section: Didactic exhibition

50

.

.

Circulation diagram

In the first outdoor didactic section, the young visitors
will meet and accompanied by their senior volunteers.
They will have the opportunity to seats together,
read and discuss information about the contemporary
issue of elder’s lives in China.
51

EXPERIENTIAL EXHIBITION

1. Story & Sound

2. The Vision

3. Write a letter to your future self

The second section: Experiential exhibition

52

2. Playground & conversation space

.

.

Circulation diagram

Entering the second part of the exhibition, visitors will go through
a psychological and physical experience, which addresses some
of the main challenges of seniors’ life. The first part of experiential
exhibition is the “Memory Wall” with a lot of photos offered by the
senior guide. Those photos are the most valuable and important
moments in their life.

53

Vision

In this part of the experiential exhibition, the five cylinders are
providing a semi-private space for visitors and senior guides to
seats together and communicating. Hopefully, after a listen
to their story and having a conversation with the elders, visitors
will have some thought and reflection, then they can write
a letter to the future self.

From this part, visitors will be starting their physical experience.
This projection wall from floor to ceiling is projected with classical
Chinese poetry in all different sizes. Visitors will be using an
adjustable lens device to looking at the projection wall.
This physical experience is using a fun way to mimic the blurry
and difficulty of eye vision.
.

.
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Write a letter to your future self

55

Playground & conversation space

.

Walking along this curved wall, there are five sound shower
that will play a traditional Chinese music. The volume of the
music will be relatively low. Therefore, the visitors and
senior guide will be listening and focusing on the music,
experiencing the difficulty of hearing.
56

This is the last part of the experiential exhibition. This space has
many circular shape stairs which creating a space that encourages
visitors and the seniors to cooperate with one and other. To
experiencing the difficulty of walking, the seniors and visitors will
be helping each other in order to climb steps. Furthermore,
after the physical experience, these stairs become a seating area
for visitors and senior guide to communicate and rest.
.

Sound
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PARTICIPATORY EXHIBITION

1. Learning & teaching booth

2. Display area

The third section: Participatory exhibition

58

Circulation diagram

.

.

3. Workshop
(taking home the content with you)

In the last participatory exhibition part, the seniors who participate
in the SUC will be demonstrating the traditional Chinese crafts in
the learning and teaching booth. Those traditional Chinese crafts
has been lost in the younger generation. In this part, visitor will
have the opportunity to engaging in different types of activities
and conversation with local seniors.
59

.

The pieces made during the
intergenerational workshops will
be displayed in the same gallery.

60

Workshop
The last part in the participatory exhibition is the workshop. This
workshop space will be providing a maker space for the visitors,
and they can make their own pieces and taking home the content
with them. Finally, both of the experiential and participatory parts
of the exhibition will encourage interaction and communication
between the young visitor and senior guide.
.

Display area
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GRAPHICS
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MATERIAL BOARD

Linen

Oak wood

.

Existing floor
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Cork

Leather sponge
seating

Wall paint

.

White fabric
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Chapter IV
Precedent

Daycare center for the elderly
Caochang Hutong Installation, ‘I was here’
Slice of Time

Kaze No Machi Miyabira
Daycare center for the elderly

Architects: Susumu Uno / CAn + Met Architects
Location: Japan
Year: 2014
Area: 4603 SQM

This is a daycare center for the elderly in Shobara,
Hiroshima. The main construction material is wood,
which reflects the warmth of the home and can be
visited by the neighbors and visitors at any time.
Inside the building area has many walkway, alleys and
gardens.1

Figure 21 - 22. Kaza no machi miyabira day care center

1. 2015. 风之雅养老院Kaze No Machi Miyabira Daycare center for the elderly.

The reason I chose this project as one of my precedent,
is their modular design for the elderly. The architecture
is created by combine three composable units into one
unit. It can accommodate 10 people. Each composable
unit is composed of a small living room surrounding
three or four guest rooms. In addition, considering the
need for night care, every two units are connected to
the reception desk and kitchen and bathroom space.
Moreover, each private room is also divided into two
areas, bedrooms and a multifunctional area.

https://www.archdaily.cn/cn/770452/kaze-no-machi-miyabira-susumu-uno-can-
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plus-met-architects?ad_source=search&ad_medium=search_result_all.
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Figure 27 - 28. Exterior view of daycare center

.

.

Figure 23 - 26. Interior view of day care center
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Caochang Hutong Installation, ‘I was here’

Location: Beijing, China
Architects: BIAD International Studio +
Crossboundaries
Year: 2016

The exhibition ‘I was here’ focuses on people’s
relationship with ‘home’, using mirror ribbon as the
medium to emphasizing the interaction of people,
space and time.1

Figure 29 - 30. Caochang hutong installation

Designer have used reflected material to create an
immersive exploration within a traditional Chinese
courtyard house which will bring a totally different
experience for each visitor. The experiential approach
is a great example of using design and spatial narrative
experience to trigger emotion and response.

1. 2016. 草厂胡同系列展览之“异人异景” Caochang Hutong Installation, ‘I was
here’. https://www.archdaily.cn/cn/796265/cao-han-hu-tong-xi-lie-zhan-lan-zhi-
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yi-ren-yi-jing?ad_source=search&ad_medium=search_result_all.
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The aims of this exhibition is to taking visitors to
experience the place and role of the future living
space, and finally achieve the level of deep reflect
and self-examination.1
Through the mirror installation, visitors can
experience the blurred spatial boundaries and
feel the redefinition of the relationship between
privacy and public space. This exhibition has three
installation part, which is “find”, “attract” and
“layer”,2 each of the them will bring a different
emotion and spatial experience
for visitor.

Find: Your place in the given environment.
Attract: How you influence the space.
Layer: The accumulative memory you leave.

1-2. 2016. 草厂胡同系列展览之“异人异景” Caochang Hutong Installation, ‘I
was here’. https://www.archdaily.cn/cn/796265/cao-han-hu-tong-xi-lie-zhan-lanzhi-yi-ren-yi-jing?ad_source=search&ad_medium=search_result_all.
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Figure 31 - 35. Diagram, interior and exterior view
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Slice of Time

Location: Tokyo, Japan
Design: Nendo
Year: 2016

Figure 36 - 37. A slice of time

Exhibition “slice of time” is designed for the Italian
luxury watch brand “PANERAI”. First, the slice of time
installation was made of a transparent “empty-shell”
like a clock. Which offers condensed characteristics of
the PANERAI brand.1 The exhibition and installation
“slice of time” for PANERAI held at Spiral gallery in
Aoyama, Tokyo.2

1-2. 2016. 互动装置“时间切片”Slice of Time. October 26. https://www.
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gooood.cn/slice-of-time-by-nendo.htm.
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The designer was using the extrusion holding process
to extended the installation to a 16m.A clock was
manually made by slicing this “empty-shell clock”
piece by piece, turning them into a finished product
for the visitors to take home.1 The designer converts
the visitor’s age number into millimeter units, and the
visitor can cut out clocks of different length proportions
according to their age difference. The works are
displayed in a circular space, arranged according to
different stages of the production process, such as
“polishing”, “sanding” and “assembly”.2

Figure 42. Assembly component

Every five minutes, a clock will be cut out from
the exhibit. The long and thin “empty shell clock”
becomes shorter and shorter as time goes by.3 As each
piece is cut, the exhibition is also coming to an end.
When all the pieces are cut, the exhibition is over.
The reason that I chose this exhibition as one of my
precedent, is because the participation elements of
this exhibition is especially important. In this exhibition,
visitors are playing an important role. When people are
visiting the production process of clocks and watches,
they also can feel the time. The installation “emptyshell” is becoming shorter and shorter. The designer
converted the unit of time into a unit of length, and
then they are using an interactive way of making it
disappear by inches. Finally, while the visitors are
experiencing the time, they can also take their own
‘time’ home after the exhibition.

1-3. 2016. 互动装置“时间切片”Slice of Time. October 26. https://www.
gooood.cn/slice-of-time-by-nendo.htm.
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Figure 43. Finished product
.

.

Figure 38 - 41. Process of slice time and interior view
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